
Don’t despair, even if you see a virulent new atheism swamping the culture,
fracturing families, destroying the young, and deceiving the nations. You think
things have gone from bad to worse? They may well have. Who can argue with
that? But in a sense, Christians should expect to see this descent into whatever
parade of horribles we see going on around us. We can and should grieve at our
fellow man’s deception and demise. We can and should resist that flight into a
deadly madness, for ourselves, within our families, within our church, for our
community, and in the nations Christ calls us to disciple. Yet this careening descent
into pagan peril or a secular sewer may not just be predictable. It may even be
necessary. Maybe we shouldn’t be hanging our heads at it all.

Maybe we should instead be watching Christ work out his
glory throughout his creation. You see, while both good
and bad are both under Christ’s rule, worse is under
Christ’s dominion, too. This falling apart we witness
throughout the culture must become evident, even
prominent, for Christ to redeem it, too. It’s not simply that
Christ wins out in the end, once things have gone totally
wrong. We needn’t take a fatalistic view of the increasing

manifestation of evil, immorality, distortion, and nonsense in the world. It’s not
simply that it’s awful but all comes right in the end. Instead, this ongoing revelation
of humankind’s deepest corruptions, this strange uncovering of humankind’s most
distorted yearnings, is an integral stage of creation’s redemption. The Bible tells us
that God uncovers the deep darkness, bringing it to light. Behold then: awful
darkness. And yet behold then: God bringing awful darkness to light.

Christians shouldn’t celebrate corruption. But Christians can certainly celebrate
God bringing corruption to light for its spectacular redemption. Watching the
perfect Jesus die in torture, hung high on a wooden cross, was the ultimate
revelation of the world’s madness, from good to bad to worse to worst. And yet
seeing Jesus gloriously risen after awful crucifixion proves the world’s current and
coming redemption. And with that fresh perspective, I’m no longer so staggered at
learning of the latest of man’s abominations. Better that God would shed his
redemptive light on the monstrous and obscene, than that human depravity would
forever remain in darkness.


